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Zentangles meet origami and other paper crafting in this book! This wonderful Zentangle 10 Book

from Fox Chapel Publishing is filled with zentangle patterns to draw your way to creativity, focus,

and reduced stress. At the same time, you'll be creating 3-dimensional paper crafts such as origami

designs, ornaments, beads, boxes, and more. Draw the tangles and color with Spectrum Noir pens.

You can even add bling to your zentangles with glitter, jewels, and sparkly inks. You can also draw

the tangles on photo mats for scrapbook pages, on die cuts for card making embellishments, or on

tags. You'll have great fun playing with the tangles on the projects in this Zentangle 10 book--and

you'll make some gorgeous designs, too! This creative book features 30 designs.
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Zentangles meet origami and other paper crafting in this book! This wonderful Zentangle 10 Book

from Fox Chapel Publishing is filled with zentangle patterns to draw your way to creativity, focus,

and reduced stress. At the same time, you'll be creating 3-dimensional paper crafts such as origami

designs, ornaments, beads, boxes, and more. Draw the tangles and color with Spectrum Noir pens.

You can even add bling to your zentangles with glitter, jewels, and sparkly inks. You can also draw

the tangles on photo mats for scrapbook pages, on die cuts for card making embellishments, or on

tags. You'll have great fun playing with the tangles on the projects in this Zentangle 10 book--and



you'll make some gorgeous designs, too! This creative book features 30 designs.

I pre-ordered this quite some time ago and was really looking forward to receiving it. However, I am

very disappointed now that it has finally arrived. I was expecting a greater variety of

three-dimensional projects since the subtitle led with the word "origami". There are 13 projects in the

book and only 5 of them can be described as three-dimensional. Only 2 or three of them could really

be called origami. You would be better served to get a good book on origami and just add your own

Zentangle designs. Some of the projects are nothing more than simple cut-out designs glued onto a

piece of string. It was also advertised as having 30 new tangles, but I had seen most of them

elsewhere prior to the publication of this book. This might be a good book for someone with young

children as most of the projects seem appropriate for kindergarten or elementary school kids. I will

keep the book only because the price was reduced significantly prior to publication and it would not

be cost effective to return it. I have several other books by Suzanne McNeill which are very good,

but this one just didn't live up to my expectations.

I like these books. They could be more thick, but there is a series of them that this author is doing. I

find that they are easy to take to class and share with my students who are learning basic Zentangle

designs. It's a good place to start when you are just learning Zentangle.

This books content was as I expected it to be. A nice addition to my zentangle library stash of

patterns. There are a lot of nice project ideas in this book.

awesome set of books. daughter loves them. she likes to doodle. there are like 10-12 of these

books

Love the new projects in this book. I'm working on a few different sized stars for hanging in one of

my windows at home and have made every other thing in the bok at least once as well as coming

up with my own designs.

completed my set at the time.

Like the book.



As always, Suzanne McNeill makes Zentangling easy, fun, and understandable. It's well-written and

well-illustrated. I recommend all of her books.
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